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Current research on database systems breaks the problem into two halves�formulating
a query and presenting the results� This paper suggests that there is a third 	half
 which
deserves attention in its own right� sustaining the interaction�

�� Introduction

When computers stored numbers and short strings� which they divulged through print�
ers and VDUs� getting information from them was a matter of specifying reports by typing
a string of characters� This is adequate for most uses of computer data� which is for rou�
tine purposes� warehousemen load lorries� passengers catch their planes� customers check
and pay their bills� Where tasks and data needs are xed� analysing them and supporting
them with appropriate forms or reports is straightforward�
But now� as more and more information is held in networked� multi�media databases�

decision makers will increasingly nd that relevant information is available on�line� Most
will neither have� nor want to acquire� specialised computer skills� they will want interac�
tive tools with sophisticated interfaces to help them access it ���� Current research focuses
on two aspects to getting information from a computer�

Query Languages These let users identify the information they are interested in ����
This includes helping them determine what data exists and how it can be accessed
�e�g� by a graphical or menu�based presentation of the database structure ����� and
letting them specify constraints on the objects of interest�

Information Presentations Apart from producing tables and 	reports
� there are many
ways to present data about a set of objects� 	Business Graphics
�pie charts his�
tograms etc��are now common� and more sophisticated displays are being developed
����

Work in each of these areas typically excludes the rest of the query process� Thus
GQL ��� has sophisticated graphical conventions for indicating the logical structure and
quantication of the query� but species information presentation with 	ticks
 against
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the attributes to appear in a report� This minimalist mechanism is not a shortcoming of
the work� but an �implicit� scoping of the problem being addressed which excludes the
data presentation� Work on sophisticated data presentations� again perfectly reasonably�
makes complementary simplications by ignoring the selection of the data and attributes
to be presented�
Query and display �even with manipulation and ltering� are complementary parts of

an overall solution� but these two 	halves
 together are not enough to give a satisfactory
	whole
� Creative information workers typically use a computer not for looking up the
answer to their problem� but for gathering and presenting information to help them form
an opinion� Any piece of information they see can in�uence their thinking and suggest fur�
ther aspects of the problem for consideration� Thus they will tend to formulate sequences
of linked questions� each being shaped by what has already been presented� Their tools
should support this style of use� which has been termed 	data archaeology
 ����

�� Flexible� Sustained Interaction

Some of the more sophisticated information presentations allow users to interact with
the display and thus discern more of the information in the data ������ For instance�
Homender ��� presents residential properties for sale as points on a map� It lets users
formulate 	dynamic queries
 using sliders and buttons to restrict price� garden size and so
forth� at any instant the map shows only the properties that satisfy the user�s constraints�
and individual properties appear and disappear as the user adjusts the controls� Users
can mouse on properties of interest to get more detailed information on it�
Such intefaces can be both engaging and straightforward to use� But what if� for

example� Homender�s house hunter needs a public room over a certain size� or at least
three rooms on the ground �oor� The relevant data may well be in an estate agent�s
database� but a general�purpose interface is unlikely to make it available� Users could be
allowed to congure the interface� selecting attributes to be seen and manipulated� but
this requires a whole new layer of complexity in the interface� which will have to support
browsing the database schema and conguring displays and controls�
Further issues arise when one considers how users can proceed once they have identied

one or more items of interest� Homender�s house hunters get a picture of the property
and a description of the accommodation it o�ers� But what about interior views� or a
�oor plan� or even its sales history� The system cannot simply ll the screen with the
available data about the selected object� even where there is possible� because users will
typically not want the whole screen used in this way� they will want to see it in context� or
to compare a number of objects� Thus users need the ability to control what information
is presented� how� and where�
Thus selecting an item of interest is� in general� not the end of the query process� but

how should an interface be structured so that users can go forward� so they can continue
to search on the basis of what they have learnt from such an interactive display�
It should certainly allow results to be used for launching rened or follow�up queries�

akin to 	piece meal
 queries in guide ���� or 	Retrieval by Reformulation
 in rabbit

����� But if the system is to support users who are not trying to extract a single answer�
but to form and support an opinion� it must o�er more� Users will produce many packages
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of information on the way� and the system must recognise that they are all potentially
relevant� They must be organised so that the user can review them� understand where
they came from and reference them in future queries�
Supporting sustained interaction in these ways is� in e�ect� a third 	half
 of the database

query process�

�� Supporting Sustained Interaction

Every interface aims to be 	easy to use
� For a database query system� this involves
freeing the user from remembering what the database contains and how it is structured�
This can even involve hiding that structure and presenting instead some kind of enhanced
or idealised domain model� either to support navigation ������� or give database indepen�
dence ����
Designing a system for use throughout an extended intellectual task increases the im�

portance of minimising the extent to which it imposes a cognitive load which intrudes
upon the user�s train of thought�
One component of such intrusion is the e�ort involved in using the query system itself�

and thus it is thus important to minimise Norman�s Gulfs of Execution and Comprehen�
sion �������� Thus the system should provide a query mechanismwhich weights ease of use
particularly heavily in the balance against expressive power �while possibly making more
powerful languages available as well�� It should also minimise the number of decisions
that the user has to take�for instance� by automatically generating multi�media presen�
tations appropriate to the data retrieved ������� and consistent with other collections of
similar objects�
But a second component of the cognitive load imposed by a query system comes from the

e�ort of understanding the information it is presenting� Within this� two key components
can be identied ����� being �ooded by too much or badly structured information� and
disorientation caused by loss of context� In one sense� the context of a query is provided
by the structure of the data� and navigation tools that make the data model available
to the user in some way ��������� can help prevent disorientation� But in another sense
the context of a query comes from the user�s activities�from the queries that have gone
before and the results that they produced� And so� over and above making it easy to
ask a question and see the answer� an information system can help the user sustain an
interaction by providing an abstract indication of the information retrieved in a way that
helps users keep track of the context within which they are working�
Most obviously� the system should ensure that all the sets of results that a user generates

during a session can be presented� with information about how they inter�relate� in a form
that users can use in structuring and reviewing their session� and in driving it forward�
Moreover� the system should store the basis on which each set of results was generated�

This lets it allow users to return to any previous information and be reminded of the
	question
 that produced it� They can then either modify that question or use it as a
context for a follow�up query� working either in the formalism of the original question or
in some other query language� In particular� they should be able to 	drill down
 into the
data� not just along paths that have been anticipated and pre�prepared� but in any way
they choose�
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�� A System that Supports Interaction

The previous section identied several ways that users can be helped to sustain an
interaction with the system� This section brie�y describes a particular approach to struc�
turing interfaces� known as 	Bags and Viewers
 ����� which addresses many of them� The
approach was developed during the construction of pexes� a system for providing an in�
terface to geological data ����� which resulted in sdba� a front�end that exhibits many of
its features�
However the data is actually stored� the user of a Bags and Viewers interface sees an

	object�oriented
 system�i�e� one that contains data about the values of the various at�
tributes of distinct real�world objects� This structure of this model of the world is elicited
from domain experts when the interface is being congured for the type of subject mat�
ter� typically without reference to the way it is actually stored� The content of the�each
database to be accessed is described in terms of this data model� and the interface is
responsible for transforming queries and results between the idealised data model and the
way the underlying data is actually stored �����
Bags and Viewers interfaces separate the tasks of specifying the objects of interest

and deciding how they should be displayed� Users explicitly identify those objects that
are of interest by constraining their attribute values� Any formalism can be used for
this� provided it results in some logical combination of constraints on attribute values�
The system gathers the objects so specied into a logical bag�a set in mathematical
terminology� but with an indication of the criteria used to determine its contents�
Objects 	in
 a bag can only be seen if one or more viewers are chosen to present infor�

mation about them� A viewer may be a 	form
� completed with the values for a collection
of attributes� or a report that displays a brief summary of each of a number of objects�
But equally it could be a map� or a chart� or any domain�specic display synthesised
from data about the relevant object�s��e�g� a geological cross�section� Di�erent viewers
present di�erent meaningful subsets of the information available about the objects� pos�
sibly at di�erent levels of abstraction�a menu may explicitly represent every individual
in a set in terms of its values for several attributes� whereas a histogram will present the
set only as aggregations on one dimension� Thus the choice of viewer controls the �ood of
information reaching the user� and must ultimately reside with the viewer� However� in
order to reduce the number of things that must be specied to launch a query� the system
undertakes to select a default viewer for each bag which is created�
Crucially� the bag is to be thought of as containing domain objects� and not data

about any of their attributes� Thus choosing a viewer to display certain attributes of the
objects in a bag in no way restricts the use of another viewer to present those objects
completely di�erently� Each viewer allows additional viewers to be called up to display
other aspects of the same objects� and both viewers will be updated if the contents of
the bag is changed� However� because very few viewers can meaningfully handle either
a single object or several� sdba also features boxes� which are bags that contain just a
single object�
Most viewers allow the user not only to call up other views of the objects they are

presenting� but also to create bags of objects related to them� Getting information by
using this kind of 	relative
 enquiry feels somewhat like hypertext links ����� and thus
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Figure �� The History Mechanism in sdba� showing the bags and boxes that have been
created during the session and how they relate to one another�

the system can be seen as presenting the database as a hypertext document ����� albeit
one where the user can modify� during a session� the links and pages present� As a result�
it is not surprising that it is not immune to the navigation problems that are known to
beset hypermedia systems ����� However� the typed nodes and links provide plenty of
structure for providing tools to help users keep track of what they have been doing �����
In particular� sdba provides users with a history mechanism �see Figure �� which allows
them to immediately access any bag generated earlier in the session�

�� Conclusion

Although sdba is only a prototype system� but it has served to draw attention to a
particular aspect of making an information system 	easy to use
� helping users sustain
an interaction� It has also suggested one way in which this can be done� by providing
mechanisms to allow users to see and review the structure of their session and use it for
initiating further activities� Finally� it has highlighted an area where there is real scope
for cross�fertilisation between work on database query and hypermedia�
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